The plasma membrane of the Funaria caulonema tip cell: morphology and distribution of particle rosettes, and the kinetics of cellulose synthesis.
Freeze-fracturing of Funaria hygrometrica caulonema cells leads to a cleavage within the plasma membrane. The extraplasmatic and the plasmatic fracture faces differ in their particle density. The plasmatic fracture face in caulonema tip cells or in tip cells of side branches, but never in other caulonema cells, is further characterized by the occurrence of particle rosettes. The highest density of rosettes is found at the cell apex but decreases steeply toward the cell base. The shape of the rosettes varies remarkably; 20% of them are found in an incomplete, presumably disintegrating or aggregating state. The complete rosette has a diameter of about 25 nm and consists of five to six particles. The size of the single particles varies between 4 nm to 10 nm. The rosettes are thought to posses cellulose-synthase activity. It is assumed that one rosette produces one elementary fibril; rough calculations, considering the number of rosettes and the estimated amount of cellulose produced in the tip region, indicate that an elementary fibrillar length of 900 nm is formed in 1 min by one rosette. The consequence of the kinetics on the life-time of the rosettes and the cellulose-synthase activity are discussed.